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The traditional theory of dynamic open-loop control of fuzes has been unable to
satisfy the demand for smart fuze control. After analyzing time–space recognition
and process control as the basis of fuze detonation control, three key issues of
smart fuze control are summarized herein. Furthermore, three types of controllers
are constructed, namely, detection, state, and detonation controllers, which
achieve the precise detonation control of ammunition under the interference
of complex multi-physics environments, ensuring efficient damage to the target.
Based on the above-mentioned controllers, the design theory of the ternary
cascade control of the smart fuze is established. In addition, the technical system
of the ternary cascade control theory is reviewed, and the latest progress in
control strategy design, environment modeling, target modeling, and other fields
is summarized in detail. Finally, the development demands and technology trends
in intelligent fuze control technology for future intelligent warfare are explored.
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1 Introduction

A fuze is an important system responsible for controlling the initiation, opening,
separation, and ignition of ammunition, and its technical level is the key factor in
determining the precise damage inflicted by ammunition. It has been the core
technology of key developments in various countries. Fuze theory and technology
involve many disciplines and are the crystallization of multidisciplinary integration.
Advanced fuzes refer to smart and intelligent fuzes; a smart fuze is the primary stage of
the intelligent fuze, which is characterized by the crosslinking of combat information,
environment and target detection, rapid information processing, and transient accurate
control functions. The development of a smart fuze is divided into three categories: extension
power, proximity explosion, and penetration. The fuze is the “brain” that controls the
detonation of ammunition, according to a predetermined demand, detected environment,
and targets. It can also be applied for the ignition, opening, and separation of ammunition.
The fuze is used in the entire lifecycle of ammunition and is the core component to ensure
the safety of weapons and ammunition before detonation and achieve efficient damage to a
specific target after detonation at the first hit [1–4]. Fuze is one of the most important core
subsystems in the field of weapons and equipment. It is a high-density integrated small opto-
electromechanical system that integrates many functions such as sensing and detection,
communication and interaction, information processing, control, and execution. It is
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required to be equipped with smart bullets, mines, intercontinental
missiles, and nuclear bombs.

Currently, the development of fuzes takes the development
connotation of advanced fuzes as the main line, the whole-life
safety and transient accurate initiation control as the theoretical
basis, and the technical difficulties such as miniaturization,
serialization, and environmental utilization as the safety
mechanisms that need to break through. Environment and target
detection need to overcome technical difficulties such as the
mathematical representation of databases [5], feature
classification, and rapid extraction of multivariate available
factors [6]. Cross-linking and devices need to overcome technical
difficulties such as transient information transmission modes of
platforms and weapon fuzes [7], adaptive demodulation and anti-
jamming, and anti-jamming device design in energy flow and
information flow transmission. Sensing and detection need to
overcome technical difficulties such as multi-source sensor
integration, multi-source detection information fusion, anti-
interference, and miniaturization of detection systems [8]. It is
necessary to overcome technical difficulties such as multi-type
target attribute cognition and modeling, rapid target feature
recognition, and precise detonation control with delay
compensation [9]. Range and azimuth control need to overcome
technical difficulties such as fast interlocking delay control, multi-
source information transient acquisition of target orientation, and
target weak spot identification. Tests and evaluations need to
overcome the advanced fuze performance of laboratory
verification platform design, comprehensive fuze performance of
the shooting range verification method, performance evaluation of
the mathematical model, and other technical difficulties [10]. The
development of fuze is expected to reach a new level, paving the way
for the development of intelligent fuzes.

In the future, fuze products will be an important part of the
weapon systems, combining acoustic, optical, mechanical, electrical,
and magnetic functionalities into one; fuze development mainly
relies on new design theory support, and new ammunition
development needs traction. At the same time, it is necessary to
overcome key technological challenges, such as developing new
functional materials [11], all kinds of new system sensors and
processors, new micro-nano processing and micro-system
integration processes [12], new explosion transmission and
initiation agents, and new test methods, and systematically
develop advanced fuze design theories, verification methods, and
evaluation systems.

Some scholars have done some recent research to improve the
control accuracy of fuzes in this respect [5–7, 13, 14] and designed a
dual-wavelength frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW)
laser beam anti-aerosol interference target recognition and distance
determination system. An adaptive fuze-warhead coordination
method based on the backpropagation artificial neural network
(BP-ANN) is proposed in [8, 15], which adaptively calculates the
initiation delay using missile-target intersection parameters. The
damage probability of different radial positions along the same gun
line is calculated in order to determine the best initiation position
[9–11, 16]. Based on time–frequency joint features, a naive Bayes
classifier (NBC) with minimal risk is established for target and
interference recognition to improve the adaptability of the proposed
method in complex environments [16–18]. The improvement of

some detectors (HPD) in improving the detection efficiency is
studied, which will guide future fuze detection and identification
of targets. These studies can effectively improve the accuracy of
current fuze control.

Based on the modern warfare mode, the fuze is promoted to
develop in the direction of information, dexterity, and intelligence.
Its combat objects are transformed from single-domain and single-
type targets to multi-domain and multi-type targets, and its flight
speed is increased to ultra-high speed. As a result, the fuze faces
serious non-linear effects such as coupling interference between
various environmental noises and detection signals, state and
interface transient changes under a high-speed intersection of
ammunition/target, multi-field coupling oscillation, and delay
drift during high-speed penetration. In a complex environment,
multi-source information acquisition and decoupling, multi-type
target attribute recognition, delay compensation, transient
precision, and initiation control are important directions for
smart fuzes.

The core technology to achieve precise attack and efficient
damage is time–space recognition and process control
technology, which means that the fuze should accurately decide
the optimal detonation position in a three-dimensional (3D) space
and output the detonation command at the required time, adapting
to the different speeds and altitudes of the ammunition and targets.
The zero-time point after launching, the 3D coordinates of flight
space, velocity, flight altitude, and optimal damage radius are
decided through a dynamic mathematical model and the
constraints of targets and the environment.

Throughout the fuze industry, traditional fuzes have realized
detonation control in one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) spaces. 1D control only outputs the detonation command at a
pre-set time or the moment the ammunition contacts the target,
resulting in poor control accuracy and low damage efficiency. 2D
control has a significantly improved damage efficiency based on the
dynamic open-loop control of the fuze. The fuze detects the
projectile, target, and environment at a specific time or in a
specific period and outputs the detonation command within a
limited period. However, the damage efficiency of the
ammunition has still not been maximized in 2D control. To
adapt to a more complex modern combat environment, a 3D
control that includes the target distance, azimuth, and detonation
timing multidimensional space is urgently required. Moreover, the
traditional dynamic open-loop control can hardly satisfy the
requirements of 3D control in a more complex battlefield
environment, and a new control system is urgently required [19].

The main contributions of this article are as follows:

(1) Aiming at the time–space recognition and process control of the
smart fuze, some key factors with important effects on the
control of fuze are discussed, and a ternary cascade controller
for smart fuzes is proposed.

(2) A self-triggering time-delay compensation state controller,
environment-adaptive detection controller, and virtual
closed-loop detonation controller, which constitute the
ternary cascade controller, are designed to realize efficient
damage and 3D detonation control of smart fuzes.

(3) The technical system of ternary cascade control theory is
summarized, and the development demand and technical
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trend of intelligent fuze control technology of future warfare are
prospected.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 Essence of fuze control: time–space
recognition and process control

2.1.1 Time–space recognition of the fuze
The fuze space–time recognition refers to the recognition of the

time and space range control quantity of each specific stage after the
fuze is launched with the ammunition. These stages are the bore
movement stage, the air or water movement stage, and the stage
before reaching the target [4].

The time variables at each stage include muzzle exit time,
ballistic apex time, flight time, time at a certain distance from the
target, and detonation time delay; the space variables in each stage
include flight displacement, speed, angle, distance error, detonation
distance, and error control amount.

Among the fuze time–space recognition information mentioned
above, the sources of information can be divided into pre-set and
detectable environmental and target information. The pre-set
information is obtained by cross-linking the weapon system and
fuze information, and the detectable environmental and target
information is obtained using the fuze-dedicated sensor.

2.1.2 Process control of the fuze
Fuze process control means that the fuze completes the specified

precise detonation control before reaching the target or after
invading it [4].

The constrained variables of the process control are the zero-
time point after launching, 3D coordinates of the flight space, speed
and altitude, best damage radius, and detonation distance after
invading the target.

To maximize the damage efficiency of the ammunition, different
output control quantities can be selected based on the constraints of
different target types, and they depend on the constraints of target
environments such as space, air, near-ground, sea surface, underwater,
and underground. For air targets, the range and azimuth of the
detected target can be selected for real-time detonation; for
ground-moving vehicles and active forces, a reasonable detonation
height can be selected for output; and for people and facilities in
underground hard targets, a reasonable detonation distance and time
can be selected after penetrating the target.

Therefore, to maximize the damage efficiency of warheads,
time–space recognition and process control are particularly
important for the development of fuzes and should be the main
directions for the development of fuze control theory.

2.2 Three key problems of smart fuze control

For the precise detonation control process of a fuze, the damage
efficiency of ammunition to the target is divided into three zones: the
zone with the greatest damage efficiency is the damage zone, the
fuzzy zone is one in which slight damage is caused, and the safe zone
is one in which the target cannot be damaged.

For traditional mechanical or electromechanical fuzes, only part
of the ammunition can be detonated in the damage zone using point
control (1D control), but most of the burst points occur in the fuzzy
zone; the distance between the detonation position and the target is
large, and the ammunition damage efficiency is low.

To improve the damage ability of ammunition, a surface control
(2D control) fuze with 2D constraints of detonation distance and
time was proposed. Most of the burst points occur on the edge of the
damage or fuzzy zones. Compared with the traditional mechanical
or electromechanical fuzes, the distribution range of burst points is
close to the target, which improves the damage effect of the
ammunition.

The future battlefield with a strong interference places higher
requirements on the accurate detonation ability of ammunition.
Reliance on the existing point or surface control cannot achieve
efficient damage to the target.

Therefore, a volume control (3D control) smart fuze with 3D
constraints of target distance, azimuth, and time is proposed herein
to ensure that the ammunition detonates within the damage zone.

To establish the control model of smart fuzes, fuze time–space
recognition and process control must solve the following three key
problems: multi-physical field environment detection, diversified
target recognition, and precise detonation control.

2.2.1 Coupling effect of strong interference on fuze
multi-physical detection

The natural and enemy interference environments contain two
types of interference: information and energy interference. The
coupling of multi-physical field environments [20–23] distorts
the detection signal of a fuze, which affects the accuracy of
obtaining information of the actual environment. Therefore, the
decoupling and environmental information should be rapidly
recognized to ensure that the detection information is available.

Using the fuze of an electromagnetic gun as an example, during
the launching process, the ammunition and fuze are subjected to a
force impact of thousands of g lasting milliseconds; simultaneously,
they are interfered with by a Tesla-level magnetic field. A
temperature field will inevitably be generated under the action of
the friction between the guide rail and armature exit, which is subject
to high-temperature thermal shock during the launch process
[24–27]. Therefore, the coupling interference between multi-
physical fields affects the safety and reliability of the fuze.

To address the problem of environmental interference in
multiple physical fields, an anti-interference control method for
multi-source fusion detection is proposed. By establishing a multi-
physics environment database, the characteristic value of the
environment can be quickly extracted online.

The proportion of each detection source in the total detection
information is adjusted dynamically by comparing the characteristic
value with the value of the current environmental detection
information.

Subsequently, effective and rapid decoupling of strong multi-
physical field environmental interference can be realized.

2.2.2 Effect of time delay on the timeliness of a fuze
control system

The open-loop control mode of the traditional fuze can only
detect at a certain time or period, and the timings of detection and
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detonations have restrictions. If the time delay is not considered in
the control model, the damage efficiency of ultra-high-speed
ammunition will be reduced (for rendezvous speeds greater than
Mach 5, if there is a time delay of 2–6 ms, the distance error reaches
3.4–10.2 m).

To realize precise detonation control, the effect of time delay on
the fuze control system should be studied, and an effective time-
delay estimation and compensation should be realized. By
introducing the prior information set by the weapon platform
and the detection information of a multi-source detection
module transmitted by the surrounding weapon platform
combined with dynamic weight depth fusion, high-precision
estimation and compensation of time delay can be realized.

2.2.3 Optimal matching of the diversified targets
and detonation controller

As shown in Figure 1, for different targets, the fuze must adopt
different detonation methods to achieve the optimal detonation
effect [28]. Therefore, the matching relationship between the target
type and the optimal detonation method must be solved.

However, the detonation control process of the fuze is at the
millisecond level; thus, the detonation control can only adopt an
open-loop control structure. For the traditional fuze, numerous live
ammunition damage experiments and exhaustive parameters were
used to determine the best control strategy. In response to this
challenge, a strategy combining offline virtual closed-loop training
with online fast decision-making was proposed. In the offline state,
the optimal detonation control parameters are obtained using a large

amount of data training; in the online state, the optimal detonation
control parameters are matched with the onboard data information
using the setting information and the information transmitted by
different platforms before and after the launch; subsequently, the
optimal detonation mode is quickly generated for different targets.

3 Technical solutions: ternary cascade
controller

To satisfy the requirements of smart fuzes to detonate warheads
accurately and timely in a complex battlefield and to realize the
maximum damage efficiency, the ternary cascade control theory of
smart fuzes is established herein, and the schematic diagram is
shown in Figure 2.

As Figure 2 shows, first, the ternary cascade controller is
constructed based on the functions of environment and targets,
which are the environmental adaptive detection controller, self-
triggering time-delay compensation state controller, and virtual
closed-loop detonation controller. The detection and state
controllers adopt feedback control, and the detonation controller
uses open-loop control with a virtual closed loop.

In the detection stage, the smart fuze uses a multi-source
detector to collect information on the environment and target,
transforming it into corresponding characteristic values through
environment and target functions; the obtained characteristic values
are input into the state and detonation controllers, and the current
state quantity of the smart fuze is generated by the state controller;

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the target matching optimal detonation output. Adapted with permission from [Precision Detonation Control Problem of
Smart Fuze in Complex Wide-Area Battlefield] by Zhang He, Yu Hang, Dai Ke Ren, Liu Peng, Yang Yu Xin, Ma Xiang], licensed under [Accession number:
20224613131862], [Acta Armamentarii, 2022 lancet (10) : 2527-2533. The DOI: 10.12382 / BGXB. 2021.0530.]
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the fuze state quantity is input to the detonation controller as an
important parameter of the detonation time and model of the smart
fuze. Simultaneously, the state quantities are fed back to the
detection controller to dynamically adjust the weight factor of
each detection source and optimize the detection mode until the
detonation controller outputs the detonation command.

In this ternary cascade control system of the smart fuze, to
realize accurate environment and target recognition, the database of
environment and target characteristics should be established
through laboratory, range, fuze warhead cooperation, and
simulation tests.

The environment database primarily contains the characteristic
data collected from various types of conventional ammunition during
launch and flight. This includes information on parameters such as
the transmission overload, strong magnetic field, strong electric field,
and temperature field during the transmission process, and the
geomagnetic field, natural environment, and enemy interference
environment during the flight. In the target database, the attacked
targets are classified by features such as space, air, surface ship,
underwater, near-ground, and underground targets.

With the support of the above-mentioned environment and
target databases, the corresponding environment and target feature
functions are formed through mathematical statistics. Therefore,
after the ammunition is launched, the actual environment and target
detected by the fuze output the corresponding environment and
target characteristic values through the above-established
characteristic function.

On one hand, the environmental characteristic values are input
into the state controller. Combined, it dynamically adjusts the weight
of the time delay value estimated by each detection source tominimize
the error of time-delay estimation, and it generates the fuze state
quantity to be input into the detection and detonation controllers.

On the other hand, according to the target characteristic values,
the target type and best damage mode can be determined. The
detonation controller determines the optimal detonation mode for
the target, according to the fuze state quantity and target
characteristic values, and it outputs the detonation command to
complete the detonation.

3.1 Detection controller: fusion of multi-
source information against environmental
interference

The modern combat environment has become more complex,
breaking the traditional boundaries of land, sea, air, and space and
forming an integrated, wide-area battlefield. In such a battlefield, the
randomness of the natural environment and complexity of the
battlefield are superimposed on each other, which requires the
fuze to realize a safe and reliable detonation control of
ammunition in a more severe and extreme environment.

Therefore, a fusion control method for multi-source
information against environmental interference is proposed, and
an adaptive environment-detection controller is designed. The flow
diagram of the method is shown in Figure 3.

First, by analyzing the typical interference environment
experienced before and after the fuze is launched through many
offline experimental tests, an environment multi-physics database is
formed. With the support of the database, probability and statistics

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of the ternary cascade control of the smart fuze.

FIGURE 3
Flowchart of the smart fuze detection controller.
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calculations are used to model and obtain the environment-
recognition function, namely, the environmental reference model.
Subsequently, the environmental characteristic values of the ith
detection source at time t can be expressed as λ(i, t) from the
environmental reference model. In the actual battlefield
environment, the multi-source detection module obtains multi-
physical information and the environmental characteristic value
(λ′(i, t)) under the actual scenario through the corresponding
environment-recognition function.

The deviation in the characteristic value between the actual
measured and standard values can be expressed as

εi t( ) � λ i, t( ) − λ′ i, t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ � katMat t( )Rt t( ) − kstdMstd t( )Rt t( )| |,
(1)

where Mat(t) and Mstd(t) are the actual and standard detection
environment models, respectively, and kat and kstd are the
corresponding model correlation coefficients.

From the deviation in the characteristic value (εi(t)), the
weighting factor can be obtained as

bi t( ) � bi t−1( ) + f εi t( )( ), (2)
where f(·) is the weighting factor function. Subsequently, the
weighting factor vector of the entire process can be described as
�B(t) � [b1(t) . . . bn(t)]T.

When the obtained weighting factor is input, the detection
controller forms feedback adjustment parameters and optimizes
the method of each detection source. The controller expression is

ud t( ) � −kdbi t( )Msta t( ), (3)
where kd is a positive constant.

After adjusting the detection signal, we obtain

F t( ) � λ′ 1, t( )b1 t( )[ ] ⊗ λ′ 2, t( )b2 t( )[ ]⊗ . . .⊗ λ′ n, t( )bn t( )[ ] ⊗ n.

(4)
The aim of the above methodology is to minimize the noise,

i.e., fnose � min �B(t) · F(t){ }.
3.2 State controller: time-delay estimation
and compensation assisted by prior
information

Owing to the extremely high relative flight speed of the
ammunition and target, the rendezvous window is at the sub-
millisecond level. Therefore, the time delay of the fuze control
system has a significant effect on the accuracy of the final detonation.

The time delay in the fuze can be divided into the following
parts: detection time, signal processing time, and actuator time
delays.

To solve the detection time delay, an estimation and
compensation control method assisted by prior information is
proposed, and a self-triggered time-delay compensation state
controller is constructed. The control flowchart is shown in Figure 4.

First, the input information source of the state controller is
expanded, and the prior information set is introduced using the
weapon platform and detection information on the multi-source
detection module and transmitted by the surrounding weapon

platform. By comparing the time delay estimated by the multiple
detection module with the standard time delay input by the weapon
platform, the time-delay estimation error (ei(t)) of the
corresponding detection source is obtained.

If ei(t)> ξ0, the estimated time delay of the detection source is
considered unreliable, and the time delay set by the weapon platform
is used, that is,Ki(t) � 1; if ei(t)≤ ξ0, the estimated time delay of the
detection source is considered close to the value set by the weapon
platform, that is, Ki(t) � 0.

Next, the obtained time-delay estimation error (ei(t)) is used to
obtain a weighting factor (ai(t)), and the weight of each detection-
source time delay in the total time delay is adjusted dynamically. To
increase the accuracy of total time-delay estimation, a second
analysis is made on the time-delay estimation error using the
event trigger principle; if ei(t)≤ ξl and ξl < ξ0, the detected time
delay error is close to the prior information and the estimated time
delay is accepted. Otherwise, the detection source delay is re-
estimated, and the above steps are repeated.

The time-delay estimation error can be expressed as

ei t( ) � τ i t( ) − τ0 t( ), (5)
where τi(t) is the estimated detection time delay and τ0(t) is the
time-delay value input by the weapon platform.

The state controller can be obtained as

us t( ) � τi t−1( ) + βei t( )τ0 t( ), (6)
where β is the adjustment factor. Hence, the total time delay can be
considered to be

t1 t( ) �∑n
i�1
ai t( ) 1 −Ki t( )( )τi t( ) +Ki t( )τ0 t( )( )

�∑n
i�1
ai t( ) τ i t( ) + Ki t( ) τ0 t( ) − τi t( )( )( ), (7)

where n is the number of detectors andKi(t) is the time-delay input
weight factor.

Since the operating frequency of the CPU is known, the signal
processing time delay can be estimated according to the amount of
data executed:

t3 t( ) �∑k
i�1
δ k, t( ), (8)

where k is the number of detonation mechanisms and δ(·) is the
time-delay function of the detonation mechanism. The total time
delay can be obtained as

tD t( ) � t1 t( ) + t2 t( ) + t3 t( ). (9)

3.3 Detonation controller: target-adaptive
matching using a virtual closed-loop design

Owing to the diversity of targets attacked by ammunition, to
achieve efficient damage, the fuze must have the ability of fast target
recognition and matching decision to generate the corresponding
detonation output mode and then detonate the warhead in different
modes to achieve efficient destruction. Considering that the target
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attributes are coupled and associated with multiple physical
quantities and the computing resources of the onboard system
hardware are relatively weak, it is impossible to achieve rapid
target recognition and matching decision by relying on online
realization. Therefore, the method of offline training and online
use is proposed for the rapid decision of the detonation output
mode. Subsequently, we designed a virtual closed-loop detonation
controller. The flowchart of the virtual closed-loop detonation
controller is shown in Figure 5.

At offline moments, the damage experiment is conducted
according to the target subdivision type to form the output of
the effective damage-detonation reference model (YR(t)).
Subsequently, by observing the damage efficiency, the actual
damage effect (Ym(t)) is obtained from the actual detonation
mechanism, the two damage efficiencies are compared to
generate the damage effect difference (χi(t)), and the damage-

effect difference is used as the core parameter to adjust the
detonation controller (ub(t)) until χi(t)≤ χth to obtain the
optimal detonation controller.

In an actual combat mode, the multi-source detection
information, target feature database, and information set by the
weapon platform are used to obtain target subdivisions. The optimal
detonation controller of the fuze determines the detonation output
time and mode by combining the target subdivision and the current
state quantity of the fuze.

According to the above analysis, the damage effect difference can
be expressed as

YR t( ) � kRf R( )Ri t( )
Ym t( ) � kmf ub t( )( )C t( )Ri t( ){ (10)

χi t( ) � YR t( ) − Ym t( )| |
� kRf R( )Ri t( ) − kmf ub t( )( )C t( )Ri t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ (11)

FIGURE 4
Flowchart of the smart fuze state controller.

FIGURE 5
Flowchart of the smart fuze detonation controller.
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where kR and km are model adjustment coefficients, Ri(t) is target
feature vector, and f(·) is the detonation output function.

Differentiating (Eq. 11) with respect to C(t), we obtain

¶χi t( )
¶C t( ) � −kmf ub t( )( )Ri t( )∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣ � −km

kR
kRf ub t( )( )Ri t( )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

� −km
kR

YR t( )
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣. (12)

The detonation controller can be obtained as

ub t( ) � Ri t( ) C t−1( ) + γ YR t( ) − Ym t( )| |YR t( )( )
_C t( ) � γsat

χi t( )YR t( )/kR t( )
α + y2

R t( )/k2R t( ) , β
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩ (13)

where γ is the adaptive gain, sat x,m( ) �
−m, x<−m
x, x| |£m
m, x>m

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ , and m is

the boundary layer of the saturation function.

4 Specific technical system and
practical application

The theory of ternary cascade control consists of three parts, and
the following review will explore the content shown in Figure 6.

4.1 Multi-source fusion detection anti-
environment interference control

4.1.1 Multi-physics environment modeling
To address the launching process of smart fuze ammunition,

a multi-physical environment model must first be established to
implement the multi-source fusion anti-environmental interference
control method proposed in this paper. With the support of the
multi-physical environment model and the fusion of multi-source
environment anti-interference methods, the environment adaptive

detection controller, which significantly increases the detection
accuracy and reliability of the smart fuze, is proposed.

During the ammunition launching stage, a large impact and
overload must be produced, which will have a significant effect on
the structural reliability and stability of the fuze detection system.
Therefore, the effect of launching on the performance of the fuze
detection system must be studied.

In [29], the effect of a dynamic shock on the optical properties of a
light transmission window of a laser measurement system was studied.
The optical characteristics of the light guide window after a high
overload were analyzed using a combination of dynamics and optical
numerical simulation. The results indicated that as the impact
acceleration increases, the central brightness of the exit spot through
the transparent window decreases, the spot size increases, and the energy
diverges. In [21], the influencemechanism of a conical shockwave on the
forward detection of a pulsed laser was studied, and an analyticalmethod
was proposed to study this mechanism at arbitrary Mach numbers and
cone angles. The analytical expression of the pulsed laser echo waveform
under the effects of the shockwave was established as

Sr t( ) � D2ptρτ cos α′
4 d3 + Lsys − h cot β( )2τ0ηoptη2Tη2atm exp − t′ − t( )2

τ20
[ ], (14)

where the specific parameter explanation is available in [21].
For the new launch environment of electromagnetic guns, the

strong electromagnetic and electric fields generated by the launching
platform will strongly interfere with the ammunition, affecting the
reliability and safety of the projectile. In the process of electromagnetic
propulsion, the extremely harshmulti-physical environment of the fuze
is the key problem restricting its practical application. Therefore, the
launch environmentmust be quantitatively analyzed to provide relevant
data and support for the later design of fuzes for electromagnetic guns.
In [24], motivated by the lack of research on the distribution
characteristics of magnetic and electric fields in electromagnetic
railgun chambers under dynamic conditions, a numerical calculation
method was proposed. Based on the magnetic diffusion equation and
Ampere’s law, using the measured dynamic experimental data and the

FIGURE 6
Schematic diagram of the specific technical system.
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magnetic flux density at the gun tail, the current density values in the
armature and guide rail areas were determined using the finite element
calculation. Additionally, the magnetic and electric field distribution
characteristics of each inspection point in the front and rear axes of the
armature were calculated.

To analyze the magnetic field distribution characteristics of the
c-type armature electromagnetic railgun bore, [25] established a
calculation model by considering the dynamic contact pressure. The
movement characteristics of the armature in the hole were obtained,
and the current distribution inside the rail and armature was
analyzed. [30] expanded on [24]: the magnetic field distribution
in the bore of the electromagnetic railgun under the actual contact
condition of the armature and guide rail was studied. Using the
modeling method, the magnetic field distribution characteristics in
the bore of the railgun under the condition of armature movement
were analyzed, and the study observed that the peak flux density
decreases rapidly with the increase in the distance from the
armature.

Furthermore, most of the previous modeling studies ignored or
over-idealized the coupling effect between different physical fields,
which results in a large deviation between the simulation and actual
results. [26] established a multi-field coupling dynamic model of the
electromagnetic propulsion process, where EM, MM, and TM
represent electromagnetic, mechanical, and temperature fields,
respectively; B(t), x(t), F(t), and T(t) denote the magnetic
induction intensity, displacement, force, and temperature,
respectively. The dynamic changes in velocity, current, and
temperature distribution of the armature during electromagnetic
propulsion were effectively simulated, and the physical mechanism
driving these special distribution characteristics was revealed.

However, an actual battlefield environment is very complicated,
and the projectile will encounter various natural phenomena during
the flight. Therefore, to analyze the laser detection performance of the
natural environment such as fog, smoke, rain, and clouds that may be
encountered during the flight of a laser smart fuze, [31] studied the
characteristics of the fog backscattering signal of an FMCW laser fuze
and established a Monte Carlo simulation model of FMCW laser
transmission in the fog. In [32], the multiple scattering model of an
FMCW laser fuze in a smoke environment and the precise distance
determination algorithm were studied, and the multiple-scattering
model of an FMCW laser fuze in a smoke environment was
established. It can be expressed as

SIF t( ) � ηeA0

2
A1 cos 2π f0 + μt( ) 2R−2kTcv

c
( )[ ]{

+A2 i,N2( ) cos 2π f0 + μt( ) 2R−2kTcv

c
+∑N2

j�1

li,j
c

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦
+A3 i,N3( ) cos 2π f0 + μt( ) 2R−2kTcv

c
+∑N3

j�1

li,j
c

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦⎫⎬⎭
+nm t( ), (15)

where the specific parameter explanation is available in [33].
[34] studied a laser fuze in flying environments, where it

encounters non-spherical raindrops; the analytical model of the
optical scattering of the infrared laser is

I θ( ) � I0
r2 u2 θ( ) + i1 + i2( )[ ], (16)

where the specific parameter explanation is available in [34], and the
optical scattering characteristics of laser radiation when
encountering 1.064-μm raindrops were calculated using the
scattering model.

Based on [32, 35], we studied the propagation characteristics of
pulsed lasers in rain by establishing a Monte Carlo model of pulsed
laser propagation in rain. Details of the specific model are available
in [35]. In [33], the structure of the backscattered echo of the laser
fuze cloud layer was studied. Using the low-visibility (less than
100 m) cloud as the research object based on the Mie theory and
Monte Carlo method, the laser detection model in the cloud was
established.

u′
x � sin θ uxuz cosφ − uy sinφ( )/ #####

1 − u2
z

√ + ux cos θ

u′
y � sin θ uyuz cosφ − ux sinφ( )#####

1 − u2
z

√ + uy cos θ

u′
z� −sin θ cosφ #####

1 − u2
z

√ + uz cos θ.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(17)

Most of the above-mentioned studies focused on environmental
modeling or signal analysis, or they proposed methods to enhance
fuze adaptability in an environment. According to previous test
methods, many range tests were still required to verify the accuracy
of the proposed anti-environmental interference program. In [36],
based on the k − ε turbulence mathematical model and the discrete
phase model, a uniform and adjustable dust experiment plane was
designed to quantitatively analyze the anti-dust interference ability
of a laser fuze.

4.1.2 Multi-source fusion anti-interference
To resist an enemy and natural interference on the safety and

reliability of a proximity fuze, a proximity fuze with a single
detection mode cannot reliably make effective analyses on the
environment and target information. Therefore, a fuze with
multi-mode compound detection was introduced to improve the
anti-interference ability.

After the development of military technology, the types of
proximity fuzes with multi-mode detection methods include radio
and laser composite fuzes, millimeter-wave active and passive
composite fuzes, radio and electrostatic composite fuzes, laser and
electrostatic composite fuzes, radio and passive infrared composite
fuzes, and active radio and passive infrared and electrostatic three-
mode compound fuzes [37]. In [38], a combined infrared and radio
fuze was proposed, which significantly improved the reliability and
practicability of the fuze. To address the problem that a laser fuze is
easily interfered with by clouds, tall trees, and leaves during flight, [39]
proposed a laser fuze with a dual-wavelength detection mode, which
uses the difference in the reflection signals of two different
wavelengths to identify targets and resist interference. In [40], a
target recognition algorithm for laser and infrared composite
scanning fuze was proposed. By building a laser and infrared array
scanning model, the algorithm extracted the features of the top stereo
contour and top infrared radiation image of the target and fused the
relevant information.

To solve the problem of laser detection technology against cloud,
smoke, rain, and snow interference, [41] proposed a combined detection
technology of frequency-modulated continuous-wave laser and radio.
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Let the distances and measurement accuracies measured by the
laser and radio be L1, L2, δ1, and δ2, respectively. The actual distance
of the fuze from the target is L; thus, we can obtain

L1 − L< δ1| |
L2 − L< δ2| |.{ (18)

Generally, the accuracy of laser ranging is higher than that of
radio ranging, that is, δ1 < δ2; thus, L2 − L1 < |δ1 − δ2|.

In [42], a more in-depth study on the technology of the
frequency modulation continuous wave system laser and radio
composite detection fuze was conducted; the calculation model of
the backscattered signal of the laser fuze in the smoke environment
was realized (19), and the prototype of the composite detection
system fuze was developed.

SNR � 10log
e−2u λ( )R

∫R
0
∫rmax

rmin

e−u λ( )z
z2 n r( )πd2drdz

⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ (19)

Based on the composite fuze composed of infrared, laser, and
millimeter-wave detectors, the Dempster–Shafer evidence theory
was used for information fusion, and a neural network was
combined to construct basic probability assignments [43]. The
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 7.

For high-value ammunition such as missiles, missile-borne radar
can be used for target detection and identification. Therefore, when
the detection method of the laser–radar system is adopted, it can be
easily polluted by noise, such as background light and electronic noise.
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of echo signals and reduce the
obstacles to subsequent signal detection, [43] developed a new
grasshopper optimization algorithm to obtain the optimal
parameter combination of the optimal variational mode
decomposition. Subsequently, the Hausdorff distance was used to
select the corresponding mode and combine the basis function to
reconstruct the signal. In addition, wavelet transform denoising
processing was performed on the relevant patterns to obtain a
higher signal-to-noise ratio from the reconstructed signal. In [44],
a realization and evaluation method for a direction-determining
proximity fuze sensor for air defense missiles was introduced. The
Legendre sequence adopted two-phase shift keying modulation,
which can improve the suppression ability of clutter signals.

The development of modern military attack and defense
weaponry is always conducted simultaneously. When the

detection method and anti-jamming strategy are improved, the
counter-measuring ability of the jammer to prevent the target
from being detected is also improved. Therefore, a smart fuze
must be able to counter a jammer frequency sweep. In [45], to
improve the anti-sweeping interference ability of the frequency
modulation fuze, an anti-jamming method based on timing and
related detection was proposed; the distance information on the
projectile, dual-channel timing, and time interval serves as the
criteria for the detonation control signal output of the fuze. The
anti-sweep frequency interference ability of the frequency
modulation fuze was improved. The schematic diagram is shown
in Figure 8.

To address the problem of poor fixed-distance accuracy of a
pseudo-random frequency hopping fuze and difficult engineering
implementation, [46] proposed a new method of fuze signal
processing based on signal reconstruction. The reflected echo signal
was coherently integrated with a set of local reference signals.
Subsequently, the peak value exceeding the preset threshold can be
used as the fixed distance of the fuze. The output signal is

R τ( ) � ∫+¥

−¥
ur2urefn

* t − τ( )dt

� ∫+¥

−¥
m t−2R t( )/c[ ]+1

2
cos 2πfdr1t + f1( ){

+ m t−2R t( )/c[ ]−1
2

cos 2πfdr2t + f2( )}
+ m t − τ( )+1

2
cos 2πfdrn t − τ( )[ ]{

+ m t − τ( )−1
2

cos 2π fdn − fdi( ) t − τ( )[ ]}dt,
(20)

and the specific parameter explanation is available in [46].
To improve the performance of the anti-sweep frequency

interference of the hybrid-modulated continuous-waveform proximity
fuze, the response of a hybrid-modulated continuous-waveform
proximity fuze under swept-frequency interference was analyzed. [47]
proposed an anti-jamming method based on a new average-range side
lobe. The output signal of the fuze after interference is expressed as

sid t( ) � AiAref

2
∑¥
n�0

ej 2π f0−fi u( )[ ] t−nPTc( )+πβ t−nPTc( )2{ }rect t − nPTc( ).

(21)

FIGURE 7
Target recognition principle of the compound fuze.
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The signal processing process is shown in Figure 9. In [48], an anti-
deception jamming method for the detection of linear frequency
modulation continuous waves was proposed. The echo model of
multiple scattering centers in the millimeter-wave linear
frequency-modulated continuous wave detection system was
analyzed as

Sb t( )� 1
2
∑L
i�1
KriA

2
t cos 2π

2BRi

cT
− 2vi

λ
( )t + 2Ri

c
f0 − 2BR2

i

c2T
− fi[ ].

(22)
The objectives of the multi-source fusion anti-environmental

interference control method proposed in this paper are to establish
an environment multi-physical database, construct an environment
recognition function through the corresponding probability and
statistics method, and form an environment reference model. In [21,
23, 29], the environment model of the strong electromagnetic
environment launching process, a signal echo model of laser
proximity fuze under shockwave, and the stress change of the
mechanism were established, respectively.

In [31, 32, 34, 35], the environmental reference models of fog,
rain, and cloud were established, and the echo signal of the laser fuze
in this environment was studied. In addition, the performance of a
laser fuze in a dusty environment can be evaluated using the
simulated dusty environment established in [36].

The multi-physical environment modeling in [21, 24, 28, 29, 31,
35, 36] included most of the environment models during the launch
and flight of the laser fuze, as well as the simulated dust environment
constructed for testing the performance of the laser fuze.

In [21, 24, 28, 29, 31, 35, 36], most of the environmentmodels of the
laser fuze during launching flight and the simulated dust environment
for testing the performance of laser fuze were established. For the
electromagnetic railgun fuze, [17–20] formed a relatively complete
model of the electric and magnetic field environment in the bore
through simulations and experiments. The above models can support
the construction of an environment multi-physics database of a smart
fuze, but the environment models required by various fuzes still require
expansion to enrich the database.

4.2 Time-delay estimation and
compensation control assisted by prior
information

4.2.1 Time-delay estimation algorithm
Further research is required on the effect of time delay on a fuze

control system to increase the damage efficiency of ammunition and
realize the accurate estimation and compensation of the time delay
of smart fuzes.

FIGURE 8
Block diagram of the timing sequence and the correlation detection-based FM fuze.

FIGURE 9
Schematic diagram of the application of smart fuze control theory.
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To facilitate the study of the effect of time delay on the fuze
system, an offline simulation device can be used to test the research
object. From the perspective of hardware, to study the detonation
time delay of air defense missiles, [49] proposed a hardware design
for a real-time tracking system based on digital signal processing
(DSP)/field-programmable gate array (FPGA). A second-order
debiased conversion measurement Kalman filter was used to
estimate the burst time-delay control parameters. With the
corresponding time delay estimation algorithm, the system can
improve time-delay processing. In [50], the estimated time of the
driving time delay of a Doppler fuze was studied. A gray-scale
weighted least squares criterion based on the image proposed was
used to estimate the driving time delay; its expression is

τopt � argmin ∑
x,y( )ÎA

I x, y( ) τ x, y( ) − τ̂[ ]2, (23)

where the specific parameter explanation is available in [51].

4.2.2 Detection controller: fusion of multi-source
information against environmental interference

In this paper, the weapon platform information should be
introduced as a priori information in the design of a smart fuze
controller; therefore, the information cross-linking technology
between the weapon platform and the fuze contributes significantly
to ensuring the reliability and accuracy of the fuze. The existing common
cross-linking methods are wired energy and information synchronous
transmission, and wireless energy and information synchronous
transmission. The wireless setting is divided into electromagnetic
induction, radio frequency, and laser settings. The wireless setting has
the advantages of convenient structure design and fast setting. The wired
setting has the advantages of not being interfered with by the external
environment, a simple structure, and high setting reliability.

[52] proposed a new 2D communication technology to improve
the transmission data rate and three-impedance characteristics of a
network ammunition communication link. In this technology,
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) was used
for 1D data transmission. The G-function-driven subcarrier
frequency change law was used for 2D data transmission,
breaking through the traditional use of carrier amplitude,
frequency, and phase-modulated information. Furthermore, they
established a new 2D communication model based on differential
frequency hopping (DFH)–OFDM, as shown in Figure 10.

[22] studied the wireless synchronous transmission method of
fuze energy and information based on magnetic resonance. To realize
the wireless energy supply and information synchronous setting
between the setter and ammunition fuze, a pair of separation coils
in the strong coupling state of magnetic resonance was proposed.

The mapping relationship is

Zsaf � ωMas( )2
jωLa

� −jωM
2
as

La
, Vs � jωMas

jωLa
� kasVa

#####
Ls/La

√
Zbdf � ωMdb( )2

RL + jωLb
� ωMdb( )2
R2
L + ωLb( )2RL − j

ωMdb( )2
R2
L + ωLb( )2 ωLb. (24)

In [53], aiming at the problems of the short effective
transmission distance and low transmission efficiency of the
current electromagnetic induction setting method, to realize the
fast and efficient transmission of information between the setting

device and the fuze, a three-coil magnetic coupling resonance setting
information transmission system was proposed. [54] proposed a
wireless setting method of fuzes based on magnetic resonance. With
this method, two types of information synchronous loading
methods based on intermittent energy modulation and resonant
modulation were designed, and the load modulation technology was
used to realize the reverse transmission of information.

However, the wireless setting strategy has some disadvantages,
such as low-setting reliability and weak anti-interference. In [55], a
general wired setting system scheme of electronic time fuzes was
proposed.

The setting technology based on wired and wireless
combinations was studied [56]. The study considered the
advantages of wired and wireless settings. The wired and wireless
composite setting system diagram is shown in Figure 11.

4.2.3 Time-delay compensation algorithm
To predict and compensate for the time delay, [57] designed an

improved linear predictor to compensate for the time delay in
position information. The system state was considered to change
linearly within the time delay interval. Therefore, the system state
can be expressed as

q t( ) − q t − td( )
td

» _q t − td( )
_q t( ) − _q t − td( )

td
»
_q t − td( ) − _q t−2td( )

td
.

(25)

In [58], an improved bidirectional time stamp exchangemethodwas
proposed to apply to the field of fuze clock synchronization in a variable-
temperature environment to reduce the effect of time delays on fuze
systems. This method uses a predetermined fixed-length symbol instead
of absolute time exchange for clock synchronization, and it uses the
temperature drift statistics of the fuze clock source and the measurement
results of the set information synchronization phase to predict the
temperature drift; the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 12.

To reduce the information interaction between the weapon
platform and the fuze and improve the combat efficiency, the time
delay can be adjusted adaptively to solve the time-delay problem. In
[59], aiming at the problem that conventional air defense artillery
shells cannot achieve accurate detonation, a mathematical model of
fuze adaptive time delay based on spectrum characteristics was
proposed. In the mathematical model, the actual target was
processed into a volume target, the Doppler signal spectrum
information about the target was extracted, the rendezvous
parameters and the total time delay of the fuze were estimated, the
target size was adjusted to compensate for the time delay, and the fuze
starting area was set. The relationship between ammunition and target
rendezvous parameters and spectrum information is given by

Vr � λfdprime0

2

α � arccos
fdprime

fdprime0
( )

β � arccos
fdmin

fdprime0
( )

ρm� − 1
2
fdminλsin

3 β
dfdmin

dt
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(26)
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The adaptive time delays for target and warhead size
compensation are t1 � ΔLt

Vr
and t2 � ΔLm

Vr
, respectively.

The self-triggering delay state controller proposed in this paper
realizes the information cross-linking with a weapon platform, the
estimation and compensation time delays of a fuze, and the
dynamic adjustment of the time-delay weight of each detection
source.

First, the time-delay estimation algorithm proposed in this paper
was improved and summarized from [22, 49, 50] to guarantee the
accuracy of the time-delay estimation. Second, because a priori
information must be provided by the weapon platform, this requires
high reliability of cross-platform information cross-linking to satisfy
the need for accurate estimation of time delay. The wireless, wired,
and hybrid induction settings constructed in [52–56] can support
the successful implementation of this algorithm. Finally, based on

[57, 58, 60], the time-delay compensation algorithm was used to
compensate for the estimated time delay value of the fuze detection
system to solve the effect of time delays on the timeliness of the fuze
control system.

The research results of the above-mentioned references on
time-delay estimation and compensation supported the design of
the self-triggering time-delay state controller of the smart fuze.
However, to realize the high-efficiency detection, decision, and
control capabilities of the smart fuze, a higher-accuracy and simple
time-delay estimation and compensation algorithm is required.
For information cross-linking, the references primarily provide
three information transmission methods, all of which can input the
prior information on the weapon platform to the state controller.
To reduce the effect of time delays on smart fuze systems, high-
speed, high-reliability settings and coding methods must be further
studied.

FIGURE 10
Two-dimensional new communication model based on DFH-OFDM.

FIGURE 11
Wired and wireless composite setting systems.

FIGURE 12
Block diagram of the clock synchronization principle.
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4.3 Design of a virtual closed-loop target-
adaptive detonation controller

4.3.1 Diversified target modeling
To realize the accurate detonation control of the fuze, target

types must be distinguished accurately. The accuracy of target
classification directly determines the detonation effect of
ammunition. Therefore, research on the target classification
method is necessary to achieve efficient damage of the weapon
system.

For hard targets, [59] conducted a real-time numerical
calculation study of the penetration depth of projectiles into
concrete targets. A fuzzy method for the real-time calculation of
penetration depth was proposed. Using fuzzy mathematics to
classify the membership degree of materials, the deceleration rate
can be expressed as

a � αdad + αsas, (27)
where ad is the inertial term, as is the intensity term, and αd and αs
are the membership degrees of the inertia and strength terms,
respectively. Their relationships with instantaneous velocity are

αd � v1
v1 − v2

− v

v1 − v2
, v1³v³v2

αs � v

v1 − v2
− v2
v1 − v2

, v1³v³v2.
(28)

Furthermore, to simulate the penetration process of a hard target
with a longer pulse width, the improved vertical air hammer test
device was used in [59]. The measured impact signal characteristics
were compared with the acceleration of the actual penetration
process, and the results indicated that they were in good agreement.

Multi-layer hard targets are always the focus of penetrating
ammunition attacks. However, the relevant characteristic
information on multi-layer hard targets can be obtained through
the range recovery test. However, this method has the disadvantages
of low reliability and high cost. Therefore, the multi-layer target
penetration process must be simulated, and the relevant target
characteristic data must be obtained. In [61], aiming at the
laboratory simulation experiment of a hard-target-penetration fuze,
a simulation experiment of the multi-layer hard-target-penetration
process using multiple impact testing machines was proposed. The
paper introduces the layer counting strategy of the hard-target-
penetration fuze and discusses the feasibility of using the impact
process to simulate the acceleration signal of the penetration. The
block diagram of the test system is shown in Figure 13.

To effectively attack a hard target, both the characteristics of the
target and the protectionmechanism of the fuze during the penetration
processmust be studied. To reveal the dynamic responsemechanism of
the fuze circuit module during the penetration process, [62] introduced
the mechanical vibration theory to theoretically analyze and calculate
the penetration process, and they proposed a simplified penetration
warhead-fuze system dynamic model. The warhead dynamics model
can be expressed as

mB
d2xB0

dt2
� −f t( )

mB
d2xBi

dt2
+ cBi

dxBi

dt
− dxB0

dt
( ) + kBi xBi − xB0( )� 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ (29)

The dynamic model of the fuze protection system is

mF
d2xF

dt2
− d2xBF

dt2
( ) + cF

dxF

dt
− dxBF

dt
( ) + kF xF − xBF( ) � mFaBF.

(30)

Because the relative speed of ammunition interacting with the
target is very high, the signal processing time of the laser proximity
fuze is limited. Therefore, the laser echo signal model of the
intersection process should be studied offline to improve the
laser detection system and increase the efficiency of a laser
proximity fuze.

In [63], to address the problem of the low damage probability of
a single-attack rocket, a laser circumferential detection system was
designed, which could improve the target-acquisition probability of
an attack rocket. The analytical formula of the pulse laser echo
waveform of the plane target and the minimum detectable optical
power is derived as follows:

Pr t( ) � π
##
π

√
D2ηrηtτ

2
a

2d2
α1τ0 exp −α

2
1

τ20
( )[

+ ##
π

√
α1 + τ20

2
( )erfc −α1

τ0
( ) exp −α1 + τ20/4τ

τ
[ ]].

(31)

Combined with the terminal ballistic characteristics of the attack
rocket, the rendezvous model (32) of the laser circumferential
detection system was established.

lc

2
³x³ − lc

2

y � lc

la

2
³z³− la

2
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x� ±
lc

2

lb

2
³z³0

la

2
³z³− la

2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
and

lc

2
³x³ − lc

2

lb

2
³y³0

z� ±
la

2

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (32)

4.3.2 Burst point control of a corrected fuze
Two methods can be used to increase the damage efficiency of

ammunition: first, increasing the charge of ammunition to
enhance the detonation damage ability; and second, improving
the precision of an ammunition attack to achieve high-efficiency
damage under the same charge. For the fuze, a type of fuze with a
correctable trajectory was proposed, which could realize the
controllable burst point and complete the efficient damage of
the target.

In [64], a general guidance strategy of a 2D course-correction
fuze based on perturbation canard control was proposed. During the
flight, the guidance command can be formed by calculating the
simple correction term. The trajectory model of the fuze used in this
paper can be considered as follows:

_x � v
_v � g + a + u

{ , tÎI, (33)

where the above variables belong to the 3D vector and the definition
of variables is detailed in [58]. In [65], the actual physical trajectory
of the center of mass (or its 6-degree-of-freedom (DOF) model) can
be considered the solution to (33). Subsequently, the control input u
can be expressed as
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u � − 2

tCPA − t1( )2ζ0,x tCPA( ), (34)

where the specific control process is described in [60].
In [65], the guidance and control strategy of a fixed canard wing

2D trajectory correction fuze was studied. First, the correction control
mechanism of offset motion was studied, and the phase lag of steering
response was observed to be the main factor of correction control.
Second, a prediction method of impact-point deviation based on
perturbation theory was proposed. The predicted impact-point
deviation formula based on perturbation theory can be obtained as

DL � xIm − xT � ∂Φx

∂vx
,
∂Φx

∂vy
,
∂Φx

∂vz
,
∂Φx

∂y
,
∂Φx

∂z
[ ]
× Δvx,Δvy,Δvz,Δy,Δz[ ]T

DH � zIm − zT � ∂Φz

∂vx
,
∂Φz

∂vy
,
∂Φz

∂vz
,
∂Φz

∂y
,
∂Φz

∂z
[ ]
× Δvx,Δvy,Δvz,Δy,Δz[ ]T.

(35)

To increase the accuracy of a trajectory-correction fuze, a new
type of fuze was proposed in [66]. The transverse and forward
components of the trajectory response under control were studied,
and the actual miss distance was obtained using the feedback of the
imager. The deployment time of the front canard and the roll angle of
the front fuze were derived and used as inputs of the control system.

The strategy of the trajectory correction fuze in [66] was as
follows: when the projectile enters the descending orbit, the image
sensor begins to seek the target at a predetermined time and send
feedback to the trajectory deviation. The roll angle and canard
deployment time of the projectile are obtained using the

deviation, and the fuze was driven to rotate independently. After
canard deployment, an aerodynamic control force was generated to
reduce the trajectory deviation.

In [67], a unique trajectory correction fuze with fewer sensors
and actuators was proposed. An analytical dynamic response model
for fast calculation of terminal control force was derived.
Subsequently, the effects of velocity, rotation speed, and pitch on
the dynamic response were studied using an analytical dynamic
response model, which can be expressed as

Δ″ + H − iP( )Δ′ − M + iPT( )Δ � C. (36)
A new electromechanical video-stabilization strategy for a

trajectory-correction fuze was proposed in [67]. The parameters of
an infrared image sensor, providing video output and the method of
video stabilization, were calculated. A sub-block segmentation method
based on an adaptive global gray threshold was proposed. In addition,
the gray projection algorithm was used to estimate the global motion
vector by calculating the correlation between adjacent frame curves.

In [64], an autopilot with a load factor of pitch/yaw axis was
designed for 155-mm rotationally stabilized ammunition. Aiming at
a 7-DOF non-linear mathematical model—(37) and (38)—of the
entire trajectory, the q-LPV model acquisition method and the
autopilot design in Figure 14 were provided.

The translational dynamics model is

_u
_v
_w

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � 1
m
( ) X

Y
Z

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ − 0 −r q
r 0 r tan θ
−q −r tan θ 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ u
v
w

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦. (37)

The altitude airframe dynamics can be expressed as

FIGURE 13
Block diagram of the test system.
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_pf
_pa

_q
_r

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ � I−1
Lf

La

M
N
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0 0 −r q
0 0 −r q
0 r 0 r tan θ
0 −q −r tan θ 0
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pa

q
r

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭. (38)

4.3.3 Burst point control of a proximity fuze
After the proximity fuze is detonated, the damage to the target caused

by the fragments produced by thewarhead should be studied to determine
damage effectiveness. In [68], the relationship between warhead fragment
space parameters and target was studied, and the calculation model of the
damage unit hitting the damage target position was established.
Furthermore, the calculation function of the damage area of a warhead
under different rendezvous altitudes was obtained, and the calculation
model of the damage probability of the warhead fragment was derived.

The condition for fragments to hit the target is

vmt1 + vmt + tvps
MX −γm( )MY −δm( )MZ −χm( )MY θmt( )MZ φmt( )

� vt t1 + t2( ).
(39)

At the time t of the projectile and target rendezvous, the
coordinate position of the target in the fragment concentration
can be obtained as

xd t( )
yd t( )
zd t( )
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

�

x0
m +vmxt1

+ tvps
Mx −γm( )My −δm( )MZ −χm( )My θmt( )MZ φmt( )+vmxt

y0
m +vmyt1

+ tvps
Mx −γm( )My −δm( )MZ −χm( )My θmt( )MZ φmt( )+vmyt

z0m +vmzt1

+ tvps
Mx −γm( )My −δm( )MZ −χm( )My θmt( )MZ φmt( )+ vmzt

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.

(40)

For the proximity fuze, the width of the target damage zone
generated by the initiating warhead is

Δxr � lmt xr( ) − lmt sin arccos lmt xr( )
lmt

( )[ ]
tan arccos vr xr( )

vr
( )[ ] . (41)

The probability of k fragments hitting the target can be
expressed as

P � ∫∫∫
ΔS

G xm, ym, zm( )φ xm, ym, zm( )dxmdymdzm. (42)

According to the results of the impact of warhead fragments on
the damage effectiveness studied in [68], an optimal detonation
point and direction must exist to improve the damage effectiveness.
Therefore, the proximity smart fuze is required to have a directional
detonation function.

In [69], aiming at the problem that the traditional fixed-beam
inclination fuze cannot satisfy the requirements of a fuze warhead
coordination of new generation air defense missiles, a detonation
control method based on the two-dimensional beam control fuze
was proposed. The plane-phased array technology was introduced
into the fuze antenna, which realizes the 2D control of the beam and
establishes the best detonation angle and azimuth model of the fuze.

The best detonation angle model is

ψ � arccos
VR cos β#############################

V2
R + V2

A+2VRVA sin β cos φT − φA( )√ . (43)

The best detonation azimuth model is

φA �

tan−1 _θ sinφT + _φT sin θ cos θ cosφT

_θ cosφT − _φT sin θ cos θ sinφT

( ),
0£φA£

π

2
or

2π
3
£φA£2π

π + tan−1 _θ sinφT + _φT sin θ cos θ cosφT

_θ cosφT − _φT sin θ cos θ sinφT

( ), π
2
£φA£

2π
3
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(44)

To achieve the best directional detonation requirement for
conventional ammunition, [70] established the best detonation

FIGURE 14
Linear controller synthesis block diagram.
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time delay model (45) and angle model (46) of the pulsed laser
circumferential detection system for the projectile and target
rendezvous environment:

τ � − t1 R1 cos β + L1 +K cos θ′2( ) cosψ2′
cos β R2 − R1( )

−
#################
A − B( )2 + C −D( )2

√
V0

− t2,

(45)

γ � arctan
C −D

A − B
, (46)

where

A� sinβ R2 cosα2 −R1 cosα1( ) R1 cosβ+L1+Kcosθ′2 cosψ2′/2( )[ ]
×/t2,

B � R1 sin β cos α1 − K

2
sin θ2

′( ) v1t2 + cos β R2 − R1( )( )[ ]/t2,
C� sinβ R2 sinα2 −R1 sinα1( ) R1 cosβ+L1 +Kcosθ′2 cosψ2′/2( )[ ]

×/t2,
and

D �
R1 sin β sin α − K cos θ2′ sinψ2

′

2( ) v1t2 + cos β R2 − R1( )( )[ ]
t2

.

In [20], the optimal detonation model and simulation of multi-
detection points for the synchronous scanning circumferential-view
pulse laser fuze were studied. A target velocity model with multiple
detection points was established, the geometric center position of the
target feature was calculated, and the optimal detonation time and
azimuth angle calculation model were established.

The established multi-target velocity model can be considered as

l111vtx + l112vty + l113vtz � 1v1mtx + l111vmx + l112vmy + l113vmz

l211vtx + l212vty + l213vtz � 1v2mtx + l211vmx + l212vmy + l213vmz

l311vtx + l312vty + l313vtz � 1v3mtx + l311vmx + l312vmy + l313vmz

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ . (47)

The best detonation conditions must satisfy

rm3 + ΔThvh � rc + ΔT+ΔTh( )vt (48)
and

vm − vt( )ΔT + Cm
0

vm| |
v| | cos αm
v| | sin αm

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ − vt⎛⎜⎝ ⎞⎟⎠ΔTh � L

2
vt
vt| | + rmt2. (49)

[71] researched the fuze warfare coordination of artillery-launched
electromagnetic pulse projectiles in two stages. First, a model of the
electromagnetic pulse bomb killing area was established, and the
optimal detonation point was analyzed to satisfy the conditions.
Second, the optimal detonation timing model was established, and
the cause of the delay error was analyzed. The schematic diagram of the
electromagnetic pulse bomb is shown in Figure 15. The relationship that
the best detonation point (xc, yc) should satisfy

E xc, yc( )³max E0
1/χ, E0

2/χ, ...,E0
n/χ( ) or q xc, yc( )³

max q01/χ, q02/χ, ...,q0n/χ( ).
4.3.4 Burst point control of a penetration fuze

The core of burst point control in a penetration fuze is to identify
the overload threshold accurately and rapidly, and output the
detonation signal within the shortest time.

In [72], a simulation modeling method of separating the projectile
body and fuze was proposed to obtain the penetration acceleration signal
of the fuze. In particular, short-time shieldingmethodswere used to avoid
multiple layers, owing to oblique penetration. To improve the real-time
performance of the penetration detonation control system, [73] usedDSP
as the core, combined with AD7656, and replaced the quartz crystal with
an all-silicon oscillator. A miniaturized real-time information processing
penetration detonation control system was constructed, which can resist
high impacts and overloads; a trapezoidal integral method was used to
calculate real-time penetration depth online. The expression is

l t( ) � l t−1( ) + 1
2
vt−1T + 1

2
vt−1 + T

at + at−1
2

( )T
� l t−1( ) + vt−1T + at + at−1

4
T2. (50)

The current penetration-fuze layer target recognition algorithm
frequently uses a fixed threshold or multiple thresholds to analyze the
target layer signal. The setting of thresholds frequently relies on a priori
data, which is not universal. In response to this problem, [74] proposed
an adaptive threshold layer target-recognition algorithm. According to
the sensor signal collected by the fuze, the method can calculate the
decision threshold of the next layer in real time and then determine the
current layer number.

The signal processing method proposed in [64] can be expressed as

R t( ) � αg1 t( )*ω1 t( )
T1

+ βk1 t( )*ω1 t( )
T1

. (51)

The principle is to convolve the acceleration and switching
signals in a specific time window and then add them according to
a certain weight to obtain the final signal. In (51), g1(t) is the
original acceleration signal, k1(t) is the switch signal, ω1(t) is the
function of the window, T1 is the convolution time, α and β are
the weight coefficients, and * is the convolution.

The adaptive dynamic threshold algorithm is

a n( ) � E, n� 1;
φ × B n( ), n≥ 2,{ (52)

where B n( ) �
max
T n−1( )

f t( )[ ], n� 1;

B n−1( ) + max
T n−1( )

f t( )[ ]
2

, n≥ 2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩ For other

parameters, refer to [62].
In this paper, a virtual closed-loop target adaptive detonation

control method was proposed, which aims at achieving the best
damage effect of smart fuzes on different targets. Offline time, based
on the research of [59, 61–64, 75], combinedwith a large amount of range
test data, the target feature database was constructed to form the target
function. Owing to different targets, the best damage mode was different.
The mapping relationship between the target characteristic value and
the detonation mode was constructed from [20, 64–74, 76–80] and the
measured data. The mapping relationship was used to optimize the
parameters of the detonation controller to obtain the optimal controller.
At online moments, multi-source detection information, target feature
databases, and weapon platform setting information output the target
characteristic value through the recognition function. The optimal
detonation controller quickly decides the fuze detonation method
based on the characteristic value and state information on the target
to achieve maximum damage effects.
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The research results in the above references were efficient, but to
enrich the target database, it is still necessary to study thin armor,
active force, high maneuvering targets, etc., and cooperate with the
corresponding burst point control algorithm to ensure that the
optimal detonation controller uses the target characteristic value
to achieve efficient damage.

5 Prospects for the development of fuze
technology: from smart to intelligence

For the future direction of fuze development, we adhere to the
demand- and technology-driven orientation and closely focus on the
development of fuze technologywith new combatmodes, environments,
weapon systems, and attack targets. To realize the further development
of smart fuze technology, the following are the new requirements and
development directions of fuze technology in the future:

(1) In response to the new requirements of the ammunition combat
mode, a multi-domain and multi-target-coordinated detection,
cross-linking, attack fuze technology must be established.
Through the fuze, it can be interconnected and coordinated
on the integrated battlefield of land, sea, air, and space and form
a more powerful precision attack capability.

(2) Aiming at the new requirements of a wide-area combat
environment, the environment and target database covering the
entire process from service processing to weapon platform, launch,
flight, detonation, and landing are further improved to place the
entire lifecycle of the fuze under safe and reliable precise control.

(3) Aiming at the new requirements of weapon systems, the
electromagnetic railgun and other new weapons with
stronger damage effectiveness are focused. To overcome the
reliability and timeliness of fuze under long pulse width, high
overload mechanical impact, and Tesla-level strong magnetic
field coupling interference, a new type of intelligent fuze suitable
for ultra-high speed ammunition should be studied.

(4) Aiming at the new requirement of attacking high-strength hard
targets, smart fuze technology suitable for hypervelocity

penetration ammunition is being established, and the high-
efficiency damage of concrete-protective structure targets with
tens of meters of high strength is formed.

6 Conclusion

(1) Three types of controllers were constructed based on the three
key challenges: environment-adaptive detection controller, self-
triggering time-delay compensation state controller, and virtual
closed-loop detonation controller.

(2) The ternary cascade control design theory of the smart fuze was
established, which improves the precise detonation control of the
smart fuze and the efficient damage ability of the ammunition.

(3) The technical system of the above-mentioned ternary cascade
control theory is reviewed, and the latest progress in control
strategy design, environment modeling, target modeling, and
other fields is summarized in detail.

(4) The development demand and technology trend of intelligent
fuze control technology in future intelligent wars are prospected.

Based on the existing smart fuze control theory, further research
on the intelligent fuze control theory and technology is required, and
the design theory of the fuze and warhead coordination of intelligent
ammunition under network information should be established. By
exploring new technology, developing new modes, and constructing
new systems, we can realize the surge in the development from smart
fuzes to intelligent fuzes.
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FIGURE 15
Schematic diagram of the electromagnetic pulse bomb.
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